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Arctic Circle

sAJOs
Saami culture centre Sajos is located next door to  

Kultahovi. During events and programmes you can dig deeper 

into Saami culture in Sajos. This architecturally interesting building is 

the home to the Finnish Saami Parliament.

YOU CAN ReACH Us BY....

• driving your own or rental car

• flying from Helsinki to 
Ivalo or Rovaniemi

• train to Rovaniemi from 
where there are direct 
bus connections to Inari

• public bus from the 

north or the south 

Learn more about us: 
www.hotelkultahovi.fi

• daily transfers from                                                                            
Kirkenes in Northern 
Norway

HOW TO GeT THeRe

Inari is easy to reach even from far away. Direct flights 

from Helsinki to Ivalo bring you here quickly. On the 

other hand a train journey is easy to take to Rovaniemi, 

from where you can continue with public buses.  When 

arriving by car or bus you can slowly see the landscape 

change and tune yourself into the northern mood.

Saami museum and Northern Lapland nature 

centre offers a window on how Saami people have 

adapted to life in the extreme north. Siida’s cultural 

ecological exhibitions show how nature and 

culture have evolved together from the ice age 

to modern days. Original outdoor museum, which 

is open during the summer months, shows old 

Saami ways of life. 

Siida is located on the other side 

of the river, 850 m from the 

hotel.

KULTAHOVI – sIIdA – sAJOs

These three destinations form together an  

interesting triangle of Saami culture.  

Perspective changes from food culture and 

experiences in the nature to science and arts. 

Take time to immerse yourself into a modern, 

yet similarly ancient world. 

CONTACT Us!

Saarikoskentie 2

99870 Inari

Finland

Tel. +358-16-5117100

Fax: +358-16-671250

inarin.kultahovi@co.inet.fi

HOW TO BOOK 

You can make a booking by telephone, email or via our website 

www.hotelkultahovi.fi. Please contact us directly when you need more 

information about activities, our restaurant or if you need an airport 

transfer.



Revived 1950’s design hotel nestled in pristine Arctic nature: 

Tradition Hotel Kultahovi is a unique combination of  

complementary influences. Kultahovi embraces all senses 

and this makes it more than just a hotel. It is a gateway to  

appreciating northern history and the lifestyle of europe’s  

indigenous saami culture.

Tradition Hotel Kultahovi is located along 

ancient trails. This makes us still today a 

natural base for exploring Saamiland. 

Follow the trails of Saami people into 

another world.

Tradition Hotel Kultahovi was founded in 

1937. Since the 1960’s the hotel has been 

hosted by local Inarisaami Nikula family. 

Siblings Kaisu and Heikki carry on the tradi-

tions.

Restaurant

Activities   
Activities offered in our small Saami village are an enthusiastic  

blend of Arctic nature and traditional culture. Nature trails will lead  

you to culturally valuable destinations. Guided activities include  

programmes such as a reindeer herder’s day, when you can be his 

farm-hand and gain insight into this traditional livelihood.  

Having fun can also broaden your mind!

Activities are offered all year around and you can 

book your programmes directly from the hotel.

Accomodation
In Kultahovi you have the choice of entering another 

era or staying in a modern environment right by the 

river. In both choices you will be close to northern 

culture and nature.

TRAdITIONAL HOTeL 

In Kultahovi main building you will find our Traditional 

Hotel, built in 1956 on the foundations of the original 

tourist inn destroyed during the war. You can feel the 

genuine 1950’s atmosphere right on the doorstep.

RIVeR HOTeL

River Hotel is located right next to our main  

building, on the bank of Juutua River. Hotel has 16 

well equipped rooms, each with own sauna,  

beautiful decor with views to the river  

to match.

Arctic nature has the leading role when you talk about the food in  

Restaurant Aanaar: on your plate you will find many local flavours, such  

as Lake Inari island bilberries, river bank angelica, red trout or birch leaves.  

Northern superfood is our passion that derives from our natural surroundings.  

Experience how sweet grass substitutes vanilla and appreciate the difference in  

flavour when the fish comes straight from the fisherman’s boat.

Savour a glass of red wine in front of a real fire in our Juutua lounge and bar as you take  

refuge from the Arctic temperatures. During the summer your can follow the life of the 

river fish via our live underwater camera. During warm summer days you can enjoy 

a cold beer outside on our riverside terrace. Our lounge decor displays a 

clever mix of best Finnish design and our own Inarisaami style.


